
 
 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
If You Were Me by Sam Hepburn 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Jack Wilson, age 12  

Best book I've EVER read.  

The book uses dual narration to grip 
readers and have them biting their 
nails with anticipation.  

It reveals a chilling side of life and 
darkness behind success and the 
corruption that could be right under 
our noses at the moment.  

The way it shows the contrast between 
someone used to living in horrid 
conditions, and someone who has a 
good life shows just how lucky we are, 
and shows us the hardships of 
refugees. 

The way the book ends is just 
amazing. 

An excellent book that everyone 
must read! 

 

Celeste Phelan - age 13 

An eye-opening read about courage, perseverance and loyalty. The 
power of these are immediately tested, but can Aliya and Dan overcome this?  

Aliya and her family are on the run from the Taliban. Dan is living an ordinary 
life but tangled in lies. They are both united in desperation to prove Behrouz 
innocent of a terrorist attack, he did not commit. However, Dan has his own 
reasons for helping Aliya, somehow his dad was involved and it would tear his 
mum apart if he went to prison, again. As their search for evidence continues, 



 
 

they stumble upon an Afghan warlord, who supposedly died the year before. 
Questions buzzed round Dan and Aliya's mind, how could Zarghun possibly be 
in the UK? The people they thought they could trust, are not as they seem. 
Zarghun's people will stop at nothing to silence them. 

Aliya is a determined character who will stop at nothing to free her brother. 
Being new to England makes Aliya feel different and defenseless but no one can 
with draw the love she has for Behrouz. Dan is a protective boy who doesn't 
want to see his mum get hurt. After all, his dad went to prison when he was 
younger and it changed his mums life forever. Together, they are fighting for 
justice and there are no limits.  

The book alternated every chapter between Aliya and Dan. This meant the 
reader could see both their thoughts and feelings at different stages in the book. 
The book was written in first person which made the story a lot more realistic. 

I would defiantly recommend this book to 9+ readers. It is a fantastic story all 
about courage and hardship. This is one of my favorite books that I have 
reviewed for lovereading4kids. 

 

Eloise Mae Clarkson, age 12 

This book is about Aliya whose brother Behrouz is on the Taliban hit list. They 
move to England to start again but then Behrouz is arrested for being a 
terrorist. Aliya knows he is innocent and sets out to prove it. She teams up with 
Dan, a plumber's son who has also got dragged into this. This book contains 
action and adventure. I loved the plot twists and the ending. I would 
love for there to be a sequel, I would definitely read it. 

 

Charlotte Rosevear, age 11 

Alyia is like the mother of her family, she looks after her little sister and her 
mother, who is depressed after her father died. She doesn't have to look after her 
brother-he can look after himself. Although when the plumber's son Dan comes 
and finds a gun under the bath, Alyia isn't so sure if her brother is who she 
thought he was. Also Dan thinks that his dad is dealing drugs illegally. Alyia 
and Dan set off together to find out the truth about their families. 
Although they run into quite a lot of trouble on the way, they are 
determined to find the truth. 

 



 
 

Shannon McCluskey, age 13 -  St. Colm’s High School 

The main characters in this story are Aliya and Dan. Aliya is a 14 year old from 
Afghanistan and Dan is a young boy from England. 

When Aliya and her family are forced to move to England, she meets Dan.  
Their friendship will be tested, but it becomes stronger when Aliya’s brother is 
accused of making a terrorist attack.  His is injured when a bomb is set off and 
his face is the worst.  Aliya knows he is innocent of setting off the bomb and she 
sets out to find the truth with the help of her friend, Dan. 

They face a lot of consequences along the way.  But will the truth ever come out 
and will Aliya’s brother ever come out of his coma? 

This is a book that will touch your heart forever.  I would 
recommend it to really good readers of 12+ 

 

Amie Coffman, age 11 

Gripping, thrilling, captivating.  This book was all of those things 
and more! 

I loved the fact that the storyline was so up-to-date – covering the war in 
Afghanistan, terrorism and people’s reactions to terrorism. The story was 
frightening in places but exciting and intriguing.  I really had to read on to find 
out what happened – despite reading well past my bed-time!  The book had a 
brilliant ending and a fantastic cliff-hanger – but I really wanted to read on 
and find out what happened next.  I couldn’t recommend this book more.   A 
fabulous read. 

 

Aimee Sweet, age 13 

‘Please. Do not tell anyone. If the police finds out, they will make trouble for us.’ 

Two teenagers, Dan and Aliya, are brought together in a dangerous game of 
trusting the right people. This story really touched my heart as it shows that 
people can change things, no matter what age. It shows that hope can bring you 
through anything, whatever situation you are in, and if you believe something is 
right, go forth and put your point across. My favourite character was Dan, 
because half of the time he didn’t know what to do and I felt sorry for him. The 
plot is fast paced and the number of scenes that left me speechless 
are endless. The story is truly awe-inspiring, and I’m sure others 
would agree. It was nice to follow Dan and Aliya’s friendship that developed 



 
 

throughout the book. The age range is 12+ and it is for boys and girls, as there is 
a female narrator and a male narrator too! I give this book a four stars. 

https://thesweetreview.wordpress.com/ 

 

Shannon McCluskey, age 13 

This is a book that will touch your heart forever.  I would 
recommend it to really good readers of 12+ 

The main characters in this story are Aliya and Dan. Aliya is a 14 year old from 
Afghanistan and Dan is a young boy from England. 

When Aliya and her family are forced to move to England, she meets Dan.  
Their friendship will be tested, but it becomes stronger when Aliya’s brother is 
accused of making a terrorist attack.  His is injured when a bomb is set off and 
his face is the worst.  Aliya knows he is innocent of setting off the bomb and she 
sets out to find the truth with the help of her friend, Dan. 

They face a lot of consequences along the way.  But will the truth ever come out 
and will Aliya’s brother ever come out of his coma? 

 

Alek Litwak, age 11 

The best book I read in a while! 

An exciting story, my favorite part was when the girl found out that everyone 
was against her apart from one boy and an adult friend. 

 

Hattie Benton, age 9 

You have to read this book. It is totally gripping and I couldn't put it 
down. I would definitely give it 5 stars! 

The story is written from two different characters' point of views (each chapter 
at a time): Aliya and Dan which makes you want to keep getting onto the next 
chapter to hear the next part. It's a very addictive book and I read it very 
quickly. The plot is gripping and it is very fast paced. I can't spoil the ending for 
you but it's very exciting. I enjoy books from authors such as Malorie Blackman, 
John Green and Annabel Pitcher so if you like any if these authors then this book 
is definitely for you.  

I'm looking forward to reading another one by Sam Hepburn. 



 
 

Sam Saddler, age 12 

A gripping novel with a complex storyline. The main characters 
come from very different backgrounds and yet show the same 
admirable determination and perseverance. Looking forward to a 
sequel! 

This was a particularly gripping novel which I thoroughly enjoyed due to its 
complex storyline.  The main characters, Aliya and Dan come from very 
different backgrounds and yet show the same determination and perseverance, 
which I admire.   

The story is set in the UK and follows the story of Aliya and her family (refugees 
from Afghanistan) who become caught up in a drugs trade, resulting in her 
brother being framed as a terrorist.  Aliya was loyal and true to her brother 
and is determined to prove his innocence.  Dan, who becomes Aliya’s friend, 
takes enormous risks to prove that her brother (who he had never met) is not 
involved.  

I felt nervous reading the book, as you were never sure which characters were 
to be trusted.  One minute someone was their friend, the next they were the 
enemy.  The fact that it was written in first person made it more personal to 
read and I enjoyed the way that the chapters flipped from one character to the 
other, giving different perspectives on the same event. 

I would highly recommend this book to both boys and girls aged 12+ and would 
love to read a sequel. 

 

Susanna McGurk, age 14 

The storyline and the spellbinding secrets and ending of the story 
easily made it one of the best books I’ve ever read, making me excited 
because I can’t wait to add it to my book shelf and I’m sure anybody 
else who reads, “If you were me”, will love it almost as much as I do. 

When I saw, “If you were me”, I knew I wanted to read it because I had read 
books by the same publisher, “Chicken House”, and my favorite book series, “The 
Maze Runner”, was by the same publisher, not only that but the blurb at the 
back of the book made my mind think that I definitely wanted to read this book. 
The story is about Aliya Sahar who teams up with Dan to prove that Aliya’s 
brother Behrouz is innocent after he was accused of a bomb attack. The book is 
brilliantly written and when all the missing puzzle pieces fell into place and the 
story unfolded about what really happened, it left me wanting more because of 



 
 

how clever all the missing puzzle pieces were made, with every single detail 
thought of. I loved the book beginning to end, and would love another book in 
the series because of the style and manner of language used. 

 

Alexander Ganfield 

This book is a real page turner because it keeps coming in with 
twists to the story. This story is a thrilling tale with a detective side 
and I think this book will appeal to a variety of people. 

If You Were Me, is a story about a girl called Aliya who has immigrated to 
England from Afghanistan. But when she gets to England everything doesn’t go 
as they planned. When a plumber and his son come to their awful new house 
and the plumber’s son finds a gun, the girl starts to get suspicious of her 
brother. But the boy finds evidence that his father might be selling drugs to the 
terrorists. When her brother doesn’t come home after work what is she to 
believe? And when her family get arrested and put on trial and they are told 
they found him making bombs and one blew up, the question is could her 
brother be a terrorist?    

This book is a real page turner because it keeps coming in with twists to the 
story. This story is a thrilling tale with a detective side and I think this book will 
appeal to a variety of people. I am looking forward to seeing more of her books 
appearing on the bookshelves. 


